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Creative Energy Vancouver Platforms Inc. 
Application for Fuel Cost Adjustment Charge (FCAC) Rate Rider 

 
CREATIVE ENERGY RESPONSE TO BCUC INFORMATION REQUEST NO. 1  

 
 
A. APPLICATION BASIS 

 Reference: APPLICATION 
Exhibit B-1, Application, p. 4 

On page 4 of Exhibit B-1, Creative Energy Vancouver Platforms Inc. (CEV) submits: 

Creative Energy applies to the Commission for approval of a FCAC Rate Rider of 
$4.80/M#, effective March 1, 2019. The forecast balance of the FCSA at the end of 
February 2019 is approximately $8.7 million, which amounts to 37 percent of Creative 
Energy’s rolling 12-month fuel costs totaling approximately $23.3 million. The proposed 
Rate Rider has been calculated on the basis of an 18-month amortization of the current 
balance in the FCSA, and is therefore targeted to reduce the exceedance in the FCSA to 
5 percent of a rolling 12-month total of fuel costs over a period of 18 months, on a 
forecast basis. 

1.1 Based on the proposed rate, is CEV able to finance its remaining liquidity requirement? Please 
discuss. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
The balance in the FCSA represents costs that Creative Energy has already incurred to provide steam 
service to customers. The Application proposes recovery of the excess balance in the FCSA over an 18-
month period by rate rider, and Creative Energy has already arranged for its shareholder and existing 
lender to finance its shorter-term liquidity requirements. That is, these extraordinary costs are being 
financed by a shareholder loan and an additional loan from our existing lender until such time that 
the excess balance in the FCSA is recovered from customers. Creative Energy also has an operating 
line of credit with $4.5 million available. 
 
The loans with the shareholder and the lender are both governed by the existing General Security 
Agreement (GSA) that Creative Energy has with its lender. Both the shareholder loan and the loan 
with the lender incorporate the same level of security as set out in the GSA.  
 
The implication to the shareholder related to the short-term financing of fuel costs is the opportunity 
cost of capital devoted to the short-term loan in comparison to other uses or investments of such 
capital. The expected bill impacts to customers of the proposed FCAC Rate Rider are as discussed in 
the Application and also in the response to BCUC IR 2.2, for example. The recovery from customers of 
the excess balance in the FCSA includes carrying costs on the mid-year balance, as approved under 
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Commission Order G-167-17. The costs of financing will therefore be recovered from customers given 
that these carrying costs are included in the calculation of the rate rider. The updates to the rate rider 
calculation provided in the response to BCUC IR 3.1 reflect this.   
 
 

1.1.1 If the proposed rate increase is insufficient to provide financial relief, how will CEV 
finance this shortterm liquidity requirement (for example, further operating loan, 
shareholder funding)? Please discuss. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 1.1. 
 
 

1.1.1.1 What implications does this have on CEV’s customers and shareholder(s)? 
Please discuss. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 1.1. 
 
 

1.1.1.2 Does CEV intend to include this cost of additional financing in its rates at a 
later date? Please discuss. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 1.1. 
 
 
1.2 Please provide the maximum FCSA balance CEV can sustain given the current cash flow 

requirements needed to maintain operations. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Creative Energy is not able identify a maximum FCSA balance per se, but notes that the general 
concern overall relates to the timing of recovery of the excess balance in the FCSA, amounts that quite 
simply will not clear without a rate increase put in place.  Please refer to the response to BCUC IRs 2.3 
and 3.1, for example. The Commission has considered one-year amortization periods to be reasonable 
under normal circumstance (refer to Commission Letter L-05-01 for example).  Clearly though, the 
circumstances over the winter of 2018/2019 have not been normal and with a balanced consideration 
Creative Energy is seeking to amortize the excess amount in the FCSA over 18 months.  
 
 
1.3 Please confirm the operating line of credit available to CEV and provide details of any further 

amounts and sources that could potentially be raised.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 1.1. 
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1.4 Has CEV considered other alternative rates or mechanisms apart from what has been submitted 

in the Application? Please provide financial analysis on the alternative options CEV has explored. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the responses to BCUC IRs 2.3 and 3.1. 
 
 

1.4.1 Has CEV considered financing its short term liquidity requirements through shareholder 
funding? Please discuss. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 1.1. 
 
 

1.4.2 Please discuss the viability of CEV taking out an operating loan to fund its short term 
liquidity requirements. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 1.1. 
 
 

1.4.3 Please provide detail on CEV owned assets and whether these assets could be used as 
security on a short-term loan. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 1.1. 
 
 

1.4.3.1 Has any financing been sought on these assets? Please explain. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Yes. Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 1.1. 
 
 
1.5 Please discuss the potential impact on CEV and its customers if the proposed rate change is not 

approved. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Creative Energy does not envision a scenario where the Commission would not approve the recovery 
of fuel costs from customers. The Commission has approved the recovery of Creative Energy’s forecast 
fuel costs on a flow-through basis to customers under a Commission-approved FCAC, with a 
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mechanism in place to record variances between forecast and approved fuel costs in the FCSA and to 
recover any excess balances in the FCSA through a FCAC Rate Rider when required.  
 
As discussed in the response to BCUC IR 2.3, there are limited options for recovering fuel costs from 
customers.  In Creative Energy’s view therefore, the subject of approval is not whether a Rate Rider 
should be established, but what the level of the Rate Rider ought to be, subject to the mechanism and 
recovery period used to set it, and the contemplated quarterly review going forward to adjust the 
level if necessary. 
 
 

1.5.1 What options does CEV have available in this event? Please discuss. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 1.5. 
 
 
1.6 What level of working capital is required for CEV’s operations and why? Please provide any 

financial analysis to support the response. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Creative Energy’s operational working capital is funded by its $4.5 million operating line.  This amount 
allows Creative Energy to manage its normal business operations over the entire year, and specifically 
allows Creative Energy to manage the seasonality difference between its cost of service and revenue 
recovery, the latter being more heavily weighted to the winter period. 
 
 

1.6.1 How does this compare to the operating cash flows available? Please explain. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Operating cash flows generated from the business are approximately $2 million per year and are 
predominantly directed toward maintenance capital to properly maintain our assets. 
 
 

 Reference: CUSTOMER IMPACT 
Exhibit B-1, Application, p. 7 

On Page 7 of the Application, CEV submits the table below: 
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2.1 Please provide the assumptions and the equations for the calculation of the figures in Table 6. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the calculation spreadsheet at Attachment 2.1 – Bill Impact Calculation. 
 
 
2.2 Given that CEV is requesting an average customer billing increase of approximately 21 percent, 

please discuss how CEV has minimized the impact of rate shock in addition to considering 
alternative amortization periods? Please elaborate. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Creative Energy acknowledges that the significant increase in fuel costs outside of Creative Energy’s 
control will result in bill impacts to customers during the proposed 18-month amortization period to 
recover these costs. However, in the overall context of the extraordinary and unforeseen increase in 
fuel costs this winter, the impact to customers under the proposed amortization period are moderate 
in comparison to a much shorter duration recovery period that would more closely match cost 
recovery to cost causation.  Even under a 6-month amortization period the expected increase to 
customer bills would be greater than 90 percent.  
 
Creative Energy has described in the Application that the proposed FCAC Rate Rider is necessary to 
recover costs from all its customers that were able to continue to receive service over the recent 
period of very high fuel costs.  The proposal reflects a balanced consideration of the bill impact to 
customers and the intergenerational equity issue and additional carrying costs that arise from a 
material delay in the recovery of costs already incurred to deliver service. The evaluation of customer 
bill impacts is inextricably linked to the period of cost recovery.  While an 18-month amortization 
period does not effectively match cost recovery to the period in which the fuel costs were caused and 
incurred, it does reflect the balance Creative Energy has sought in its proposal between bill impacts to 
customers and intergenerational equity concerns and the additional carrying costs that would arise 
from further prolonged recovery. 
 
Please refer also to the response to BCUC IR 2.3. 
 
 

2.2.1 Has CEV communicated the proposed rate increase with its customers? Please provide 
any feedback CEV has received. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Creative Energy first notified its customers of the Enbridge pipeline explosion and its effect on market 
prices in a communication about the increase to the FCAC to $13.75/M# in October, 2018.  
 
Creative Energy similarly plans to explain its proposal, the circumstances that warrant it, and the 
interim approval of the FCAC Rate Rider in a communication to its customers when it issues invoices 
for March, 2019 consumption.  
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2.3 What further options does CEV have to offset the proposed increase to the FCAC rate? What are 
the potential implications of doing so? Please elaborate. 

  
RESPONSE:  
 
In response to the pressure on its fuel costs related to high gas commodity prices due to the pipeline 
explosion, Creative Energy received Commission approval to increase its FCAC to $13.75/M# effective 
October 18, 2018, in accordance with Order G-213-18.  The Commission also directed Creative Energy 
to file a quarterly report that includes review of the FCSA balance, the appropriate amortization of the 
FCSA and any request to change the FCAC. This is important context for consideration of the options 
discussed below, in part because the FCAC of $13.75/M# is expected to recover current fuel costs and 
also contribute to a reduction in the FCSA balance.  
 
As the Commission has observed in its IR 3.5 below, Creative Energy has calculated its proposed and 
alternative FCAC Rate Riders based on the projected deferral account balance over different 
amortization periods.  The calculation of Creative Energy’s proposed FCAC Rate Rider assumes the 
FCAC of 13.75/M# remains constant over the amortization period, with only the level of the Rate 
Rider computed to amortize the excess balance in the FCSA over 18 months. Without a rate rider in 
place the FCSA will not “self-clear” within a reasonable time period assuming only the existing 
$13.75/M# FCAC remains in effect, as set out on page 7 of the Application.  This is also highlighted in 
Table 1 in the response to BCUC IR 3.1, reflecting current updates. 
 
An alternative option relates only to the mechanism for computing the FCAC Rate Rider.  The 
alternative is to target the level of the Rate Rider to recover only the excess balance in the FCSA as at 
the end of March 2019 and to not include projected changes in the FCSA beyond that date, leaving 
subsequent changes in the FCSA and FCAC to future quarterly reviews. This would result in a higher 
required initial Rate Rider. The consequent effect is that both the Rate Rider and the FCAC of 
13.75/M# may need to be adjusted over time, changes to the former to recover the current excess 
balance over the targeted recovery period and changes to the latter in response to updates to the 
approved forecast of fuel costs. In this case, if there was no rate rider in place than the excess balance 
in the FCSA attributed to the present circumstances would not be recovered at all. This is highlighted 
in Table 2 in the response to BCUC IR 3.1. 
 
As compared to the alternative option, the advantage of Creative Energy’s proposed mechanism is 
rate stability, in that only one part of the overall rate structure is required to change over time as 
necessary to target amortization over 18 months, and therefore would also favour the practicality and 
customer understanding of the rate overall. 
 
In summary, there are limited options to offset the proposed recovery of fuel costs from customers 
other than putting in place a FCAC Rate Rider at a level that balances bill impacts with the length of 
recovery period. The recovery of fuel costs from customers is established in the Commission’s 
approval of Creative Energy’s rates and the mechanism to record and recover balances in the FCSA is 
reputable and now under the Commission’s purview, as described in the Background section of the 
Application.    
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B. FUEL COST ADJUSTMENT CHARGE AND FUEL COST STABILIZATION ACCOUNT 

 Reference: FUEL COST ADJUSTMENT CHARGE (FCAC) RATE RIDER AND AMORITIZATION PERIOD 
Exhibit B-1, Application, p. 7; Rate Rider calculation.xlsx; 
CEV 2016-2017 Revenue Requirements Application and Rate Design for 
NEFC Hot Water Service Decision, p.30 

On page 7 of Exhibit B-1, CEV states “a Rate Rider of $4.80/M#, effective March 1, 2019, is calculated on 
the basis of forecast load and natural gas prices to reduce the balance in the FCSA to 5 percent of a 
rolling 12 months of fuel costs in 18 months, by the end of August 2020.” 
 
On page 30 of the BCUC’s 2016-2017 Revenue Requirement Application Decision, the panel directed the 
following: 

5. Starting January 1, 2017, any positive or negative variances between forecast Fuel 
Costs and actual Fuel Costs (including any variance between the forecast and actual 
Base Cost volume), are to be captured in the FCSA. 

7. Where the balance in the FCSA exceeds plus/minus 5 percent of the most recently 
approved 12 month forecast total Fuel Cost any amount in excess of this is to be 
distributed through the FCAC rate rider with an amortization period of two years. 

3.1 Please provide an updated FCSA account balance and FCAC Rate Rider based on the latest 
recorded fuel costs and forecasted fuel costs. Please provide the supporting calculations in a 
working excel model. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the summary tables below, which present the calculation of the Rate Rider based on 
the two mechanisms discussed in the response to BCUC IR 2.3 above.   
 
Please also refer to the supporting inputs and calculations at Attachment 3.1 - Rate Rider Calculation 
Updated. All calculations are based on the most recent Commission approved 12-month fuel cost 
forecast of $15,566,129, and also reflect the following updates: 
 
• Updated forward curve of monthly Sumas natural gas prices as at March 26, 2019 (Please refer 

to the response to BCUC IR 3.2, which highlights a generally higher forecast of prices overall 
compared to at the time of the Application); 

• Updated actual costs for February and projected costs March, reflecting in part the costs of 
fuel oil associated with back-up system operation February 27 – March 5. (Please refer to the 
response to BCUC IR 4.1).  

• Updated monthly M# to GJ conversion factors for Steam Plant GJ consumption based on the 
average of computed values over the last three years (Please refer to the corresponding 
worksheet in Attachment 3.1); 

• Added interest on the mid-year balance in the FCSA in 2019 and 2020, at a cost of debt equal 
to 4.25 percent; and 

• Added associated incremental third-party regulatory costs for recovery, presently estimated 
at $25,000. 
 

Please note that the final commodity price for March billing purposes will be updated in early April 
upon final accounting and may have some effect on the results below. The calculation model filed 
with the Application used the forward price for March at the time, equal to $12.99/GJ.  The final price 
for billing is expected to be lower. The model presently assumes $10/GJ for March billing as a plug 
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value based on the judgement of Creative Energy’s gas marketer.  
 

With these updates, Attachment 3.1 cannot be specifically compared to the rate rider calculation filed 
with the Application. However, the results in Table 1 are indicative of Creative Energy’s proposed Rate 
Rider assuming the updates above and the general increases to the underlying cost inputs. For 
comparison purposes, under the updated and refined calculation model, a rate rider of $4.80/M# 
would be projected to recover the excess balance in the FCSA in approximately 20 months under the 
proposed approach, given the higher costs.    
 
Table 1: Rate Rider Recovery of Current + Projected FCSA Excess Balance – Proposed method 
   

Approved 12-month Fuel Cost Forecast - 2018 $15,566,129 
Amortization Period (months) 6 12 18 24 
Current + Projected FCSA – no Rate Rider ($ million) 10.5 10.3 9.4 7.8 
Current + Projected FCSA as % of Forecast Fuel Cost – no Rate Rider   68% 66% 60% 50% 
Rate Rider $/M# (5% balance end of Period)   24.13 8.72 5.49 3.13 

 
Table 2: Rate Rider Recovery of Current FCSA Excess Balance – Alternative method 
  

Approved 12-month Fuel Cost Forecast - 2018 $15,566,129 
Amortization Period (months) 6 12 18 24 
Current FCSA – no Rate Rider ($ million) 11.1 11.1 11.6 11.6 
Current FCSA as % of Forecast Fuel Cost – no Rate Rider ($ million) 71% 71% 74% 74% 
Rate Rider $/M# (5% balance end of Period)   25.49 9.48 6.90 4.80 

 
As a sensitivity, if the Commission-approved 12-month fuel forecast were to equal $14 million, which 
is roughly equal to the 12-month forecast of fuel costs as of April 1, 2019 and about 10 percent lower 
than $15,566,129, the calculated rate riders are estimated to be about 1% higher. 
 
 
3.2 Please provide a comparison of forward curves used to determine the forecast gas commodity 

prices used in the Application and the latest available forecast gas commodity prices. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the following table for an update as of March 26, 2019.  Please note that the forecast 
of commodity prices extends through February 2022 in the updated calculation model to project a 
forecast 12-month fuel cost at the end of the analysis period for illustrative purposes. 
 

Sumas CAD/GJ Application Update Difference 

Mar-19 12.99     

Apr-19 3.72 3.58 (0.14) 

May-19 3.11 2.98 (0.13) 

Jun-19 3.15 3.19 0.04  

Jul-19 3.63 4.22 0.59  

Aug-19 3.64 4.12 0.48  

Sep-19 3.63 3.86 0.23  

Oct-19 3.89 3.50 (0.39) 
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Sumas CAD/GJ Application Update Difference 

Nov-19 4.38 4.56 0.18  

Dec-19 5.27 5.54 0.27  

Jan-20 5.19 5.34 0.15  

Feb-20 4.55 4.74 0.19  

Mar-20 4.03 3.95 (0.08) 

Apr-20 2.49 2.83 0.34  

May-20 2.07 2.37 0.30  

Jun-20 2.11 2.38 0.27  

Jul-20 2.73 2.98 0.25  

Aug-20 2.74 2.99 0.25  

Sep-20 2.71 2.97 0.26  

Oct-20 2.63 2.93 0.30  

Nov-20 3.36 3.57 0.21  

Dec-20 3.86 4.08 0.22  

Jan-21 3.99 4.23 0.24  

Feb-21 4.60 3.89 (0.71) 

Mar-21 4.05 3.25 (0.80) 

Apr-21 2.64 2.28 (0.36) 

May-21 3.07 2.14 (0.93) 

Jun-21  2.18   

Jul-21  2.46   

Aug-21  2.47   

Sep-21  2.46   

Oct-21  2.54   

Nov-21  3.32   

Dec-21  3.98   

Jan-22  4.08   

Feb-22  3.77   
 

3.2.1 Please explain what impact, if any, the latest available forecast gas commodity prices 
would have on calculating the proposed rate. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
In general, the updated and generally higher commodity price forecast over the modelled 
amortization periods will increase the rate rider calculated on the basis of the current plus projected 
FCSA balance.   
 
Creative Energy notes that there are many variables underpinning the calculation of the FCAC Rate 
Rider, including: forecast versus actual load; contracted rates, rate schedules and potential rate 
increases; as well as forecast versus actual natural gas commodity prices and exchange rates. For this 
reason, and as discussed in the responses to BCUC IRs 5.1 and 5.4, Creative Energy is supportive of a 
quarterly review of the FCAC and Rate Rider to maintain target recovery of the excess balance in the 
FCSA over 18 months. 
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3.2.2 Please explain how CEV derived the Commodity Rate Forward Curve that makes up the 
basis of the gas commodity cost forecast. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Creative Energy did not derive the Commodity Rate Forward Curve. This curve of forecast commodity 
prices is for gas at Sumas and is provided by Creative Energy’s gas marketer, Cascadia Energy Ltd 
(Cascadia).  The underlying assumptions and conversion of this commodity price forecast into 
CDN$/GJ is set out in the calculation spreadsheet attached to the Application and in Attachment 3.1 - 
Rate Rider Calculation Updated. 
 
 
3.3 Please provide a step-by-step explanation of how the FCAC Rate Rider of $4.80/M# proposed in 

the Application was calculated. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
The sequence of steps used to calculate the FCAC Rate Rider of $4.80/M# is as follows:  
 

1. Shape the most recent Commission-approved load forecast by month, using the average 
observed monthly seasonality factors for Creative Energy load over the last 20 years; 
 

2. Forecast fuel costs based on forecast commodity prices and current rates and fees for gas 
supply and transportation, supplemented by actual costs where applicable; 

 
3. Calculate the recovery of fuel costs under the approved FCAC of $13.75/M# currently in effect; 

 
4. Model the recovery of fuel costs under an assumed FCAC Rate Rider input in $/M#; 

 
5. Calculate the monthly FCSA balance, net of the recovery of fuel costs through the FCAC and 

through the FCAC Rate Rider input; 
 

6. Calculate the monthly FCSA balance as a percentage of a 12-month forecast of fuel costs; and 
 

7. Calculate, using a ‘Goal Seek’ function, the level of the FCAC Rate Rider that would reduce the 
monthly FCSA balance to 5 percent of the 12-month forecast of fuel costs by the end of the 
amortization period. The Rate Rider of $4.80/M# was the result of a goal seek targeting 
recovery of the excess balance in the FCSA over 18 months, using the inputs and forecast costs 
at the time the Application was prepared. 
   

 
3.4 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, that the proposed rate is based on the approved 

methodology from the 2016-2017 Revenue Requirements Application Decision. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
In general, the proposed Rate Rider is based on the approved methodology and consistent with the 
underlying methodology to forecast fuel costs generally, with one main exception.  The proposed Rate 
Rider is not based on the most recently approved annual fuel cost forecast, which is the amount of 
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$15,566,129 set out in Order G-213-18 approving the current FCAC equal to $13.75/M#.  
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IRs 3.5 and 3.5.1 for further discussion. The response to BCUC IR 
3.5.1 provides an update to the original filing based on the most recently approved annual fuel cost 
forecast. However, please refer to the response to BCUC IR 3.1 and Attachment 3.1 for the most up to 
date results using the most recently approved annual fuel cost forecast. 
 
 
3.5 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, that CEV calculated the proposed rate based on the 

projected deferral account balance and the historical 12-month rolling fuel cost. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Creative Energy can confirm this to the extent the Commission intends the meaning of the word 
"historical" to describe the 12-month forecast of fuel costs that immediately precedes the end of the 
assumed amortization period.  
 
That is, the Rate Rider calculated in the Application is based on the projected deferral account balance 
at the end of August 2020 assuming the proposed Rate Rider is in place over the 18-month 
amortization period (i.e. the proposed Rate Rider is effective March 1, 2019 through August 31, 2020).  
Under the Rate Rider calculated in the Application, the balance in the FCSA at the end of August 2020 
is equal to 5 percent of the preceding 12-month forecast of fuel costs in the 12-month period spanning 
September 2019 through August 2020.  
 
 

3.5.1 Please compare the proposed rate versus a rate based on the current deferral account 
balance, the approved 12-month forecast total fuel cost, and an amortization period of 
6, 12, 18 and 24 months. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
For comparison purposes, all else equal in the Rate Rider calculation spreadsheet attached to the 
Application, the following table reports the effect on the proposed Rate Rider from basing the rate 
rider on the current deferral account balance only and targeting the calculation to reduce that balance 
to 5 percent of the most recently approved annual fuel cost forecast of $15,566,129.   
 

Amortization Period (months) 6 12 18 24 

Rate Rider $/M# - Application, p. 7 $21.00 $7.80 $4.80 $2.80 

Rate Rider $/M# - Application, unrounded $20.76 $7.79 $4.81 $2.79 

Rate Rider $/M# - Updated, all else equal $18.02 $7.21 $5.94 $4.21 

 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 3.1 and Attachment 3.1 for the most up to date results using 
the most recently approved annual fuel cost forecast. 
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 Reference: FEBRUARY FUEL COSTS 
Exhibit B-1, Application, p. 7; Rate Rider calculation.xlsx; 
CEV Application for a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity for 
Beatty-Expo Plants and Reorganization, p. 13 

In the Rate Rider Calculation workbook attached to the Application, CEV submits that the Fuel Cost 
Deferral Balance grew $6 million in February 2019 for a total balance of $8.7 million. Further, CEV 
estimates that it paid more than $30/GJ on at least 7 days (February 9-13 and 27-28). BCUC staff note 
that the total cost for these days is in excess of $4 million or approximately 48 percent of the commodity 
costs for February and 17 percent of the 12-month rolling fuel cost. 
 
On page 13 of Appendix A of CEV’s Application for a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity for 
Beatty-Expo Plants and Reorganization, CEV submits that “diesel or no.2 fuel oil is used as the back-up 
fuel for firing of the boilers.” 
 
4.1 Please discuss the market conditions that contributed to the upward pressure on prices for 

February 2019. Please provide additional details for the 7 days identified in the preamble. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
The following weekly news summary, prepared by the U.S. Energy Information Agency, dated March 
14, 2019, provides a useful overview of the natural gas commodity market pressures in the region, 
with particular discussion of factors relating directly to the time periods noted in the preamble to this 
IR (source: https://www.eia.gov/naturalgas/weekly/). For reference, Creative Energy has inserted 
CDN $/GJ equivalent figures in square brackets assuming a US/CDN exchange rate of 1.3. 
 

Natural gas spot prices at the Sumas trading point on the Canada-Washington border 
averaged $161.33 per million British thermal units (MMBtu)[~$200/GJ] on Friday, March 1, 
the highest daily spot price recorded by Natural Gas Intelligence anywhere in the United 
States in at least five years. The price spike comes amid supply constraints and unseasonably 
cold temperatures, which drove up demand. 
 
Limited supply deliverability coincided with unusually high demand when part of the polar 
vortex moved into the Northwest and Midwest during the beginning of March. Temperatures 
in Washington averaged 33 degrees Fahrenheit (°F) from March 1–4, 10°F lower than normal. 
These temperatures led to high heating demand in the Pacific Northwest and in the regions 
from which the Pacific Northwest imports its natural gas (the Rockies and Western Canada). 
Combined with supply constraints, the widespread cold weather led to the $161.33/MMBtu 
spot price going into the weekend. 
 
Last October’s explosion on Westcoast Energy’s BC Pipeline—which transports natural gas 
through British Columbia, Canada, and into the United States at Sumas—has led to reduced 
flows and higher prices at Sumas all winter. From November—the beginning of the winter 
storage season—to the end of February, Genscape data shows daily flows through Sumas onto 
the BC Pipeline averaged about 610 million cubic feet per day (MMcf/d), compared to 940 
MMcf/d during the same period a year ago. Sumas prices averaged $10.56 per million British 
thermal units (MMBtu) [~$13/GJ] during that time period compared to $2.62/MMBtu 
[~$3.2/GJ] a year earlier. 
 
Inspections related to the October explosion were scheduled to reduce Canadian export 
capacity on the BC Pipeline February 27 through March 6. The inspections ended early, on 
Saturday, March 2; however, prices were set on Friday with the expectation that capacity 

https://www.eia.gov/naturalgas/weekly/
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reductions would last through March 6. After the maintenance ended early and temperatures 
warmed somewhat, Sumas prices fell to $15.63/MMBtu [~$19.2/GJ] on Monday, March 4. 
 
The winter supply shortfall has been met with withdrawals from the Jackson Prairie natural 
gas storage facility in southwest Washington and by changes in regional pipeline flows to 
bring additional natural gas into Washington and Oregon. However, starting in the first half of 
February, compression problems at the Jackson Prairie facility reduced the rate at which 
natural gas could be withdrawn from the storage facility. Normally, as the total amount of 
natural gas in a storage cavern decreases, the maximum rate of withdrawal also goes down. 
The compression problems at Jackson Prairie have exacerbated this decline in the withdrawal 
rate; the facility’s maximum withdrawal rate was reduced from 690 MMcf/d to 460 MMcf/d 
as of February 9, and it may decrease further as inventory levels draw down. As of February 9, 
working gas inventories were at about 10 billion cubic feet (Bcf), compared with from 22 Bcf 
at the end of October and 15 Bcf at the beginning of last February. Maintenance on the 
Jackson Prairie compressor was completed by March 7, after the March 1 price spike at 
Sumas. 
 
Several other price spikes occurred at Sumas this winter with similar underlying drivers. The 
Sumas spot price rose to $69.25/MMBtu [~$85/GJ] on November 15 as maintenance further 
reduced flows on the BC Pipeline to Sumas, and mid-February saw prices rise to more than 
$40.00/MMBtu [~$49/GJ] with cold temperatures and the beginning of the compressor issues 
at the Jackson Prairie facility. 

 
As described above and in our Application, the ongoing impacts in the market from the Enbridge 
pipeline explosion were exacerbated by compression issues at the Jackson Prairie storage facility, 
starting around February 9 when notification of these problems were issued by the operator of that 
facility. The impact persisted through February 13, with prices for Canadian gas at Sumas in the range 
of CDN$62/GJ during that period. 
 
On February 25, in anticipation of the effect of limited supply deliverability coinciding with the 
persistence of the polar vortex into the region, FortisBC Energy Inc. (FEI) issued a ‘Hold to Authorize’ 
for the Lower Mainland and Interior, to be effective February 27. A Hold to Authorize is a restriction 
imposed in response to a supply constraint to limit unauthorized gas overruns within a narrow 5 
percent band. Given the FEI Hold to Authorize restriction and the expectation of very high natural gas 
prices, as advised by Cascadia, Creative Energy switched to its back-up fuel supply on February 27 
through to March 5 (refer also to Creative Energy’s response to BCUC IR 4.3). Prices for Canadian gas 
at Sumas were high, in the range of CDN $25-$50/GJ between February 27 and March 1, climbing to 
approximately CDN $200/GJ on March 2, 3 and 4.  
 
 
4.2 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, that CEV is a transportation service customer under Rate 

Schedule 22 of FortisBC Energy Inc. (FEI) and receives gas from Cascadia Energy Ltd (Cascadia). 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Confirmed. 
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4.2.1 Please provide a brief discussion on why the contracting strategy identified in 4.2 above 
was chosen. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Creative Energy's fuel supply portfolio consists of the following components: 
 

1. natural gas supply through Cascadia; 
2. natural gas transportation service from FEI under Rate 22; and 
3. the on-site fuel oil backup system and fuel oil storage tanks. 

 
Our portfolio provides a firm physical supply of gas under a low risk of curtailment with the ability to 
rely on the backup fuel oil system if and when needed.   
 
With respect to gas supply, Cascadia provides a secure, firm supply of gas. Since 2011, in accordance 
with Commission Letter L-78-11, Creative Energy has filed an Annual Contracting Plan (ACP) with the 
Commission for its review and acceptance in advance of the winter heating season.  These plans 
discuss demand requirements, supply resources, risk factors and may also request specific approval of 
a hedging strategy in advance of the winter heating season to reduce price volatility risk. Creative 
Energy has sought Commission approval of hedging strategies in its ACPs to manage exposure to 
potential short-term price spikes; however, the Commission has indicated reluctance to accept the 
proposed hedging with the result that the strategy has not been pursued. For example,  
 

• in its 2017/2018 ACP, Creative Energy proposed a price risk management strategy for the gas 
year beginning November 1, 2017.  The Commission in its Letter L-30-17 dated November 8, 
2017 and Letter L-33-17 dated December 21, 2017 indicated that the ACP provided insufficient 
information in respect of the price risk management measures proposed. While Creative 
Energy did not agree with that view, there was not sufficient time for Creative Energy to 
provide additional information that might have been acceptable to the Commission in time to 
implement a price risk management strategy for natural gas purchases in the 2017/18 winter; 
and 
 

• in its 2018/2019 ACP, Creative Energy proposed to hedge up to 30 percent of its gas supply for 
the gas year beginning November 1, 2018. While the Commission did accept the strategy on 
October 11, 2018 by Letter L-26-18, this approval came two days after the Enbridge pipeline 
explosion, and Creative Energy was not able to implement an effective hedging strategy when 
the market was already in turmoil. Even without the pipeline incident, the timing of the 
Commission acceptance would have been problematic due to its proximity so close to the 
start of the gas year.  

 
With respect to gas transportation, Creative Energy receives a firm plus interruptible transportation 
service from FEI under Rate 22. This service provides value to Creative Energy and its customers as it 
allows Creative Energy to obtain lower transportation rates with a low risk of curtailment. Creative 
Energy consider the low risk of curtailment as acceptable and economic because we have the on-site 
backup fuel oil system. 
 
During the period between October 10-13, 2018, in response to a Force Majeure declaration, FEI 
curtailed both its firm service customers on Rate 5 and its interruptible service customers on Rate 22. 
As a Rate 22 customer, Creative Energy had its natural gas transportation service curtailed on October 
9, 2018. On October 10, Creative Energy was able to completely switch to its fuel oil backup system, 
utilizing a small amount of natural gas during the change over. On October 11, our system was fully 
operational on fuel oil and no natural gas was available. On October 12 and 13, Creative Energy was 
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only authorized by FEI to use its firm supply of 2,200 GJ of natural gas.   
 
Outside of the curtailments during this event, Creative Energy had not been curtailed in the past 10 
years due to capacity issues on the FEI system.  Creative Energy is also not aware of any curtailments 
of other interruptible customers in the past 10 years other than periodic curtailment or load 
management in a couple areas of the Fraser Valley due to capacity issues there in high demand 
periods.  
 
While the current contracting strategy has allowed Creative Energy to maintain secure and reliable 
service for its customers, the strategy has not recently included any hedging and as a result Creative 
Energy has been subject to short-term market price fluctuations including the market turmoil this 
winter. 
 
Creative Energy is analyzing the possible benefits and value to customers of receiving bundled service 
(commodity and delivery) from FEI beginning November 1, 2019, under either Rate 5 (firm) or Rate 7 
(interruptible).  Creative Energy expects to be able to report to the Commission on the results of its 
review soon, noting that FEI requires notice by June 1, 2019 for planning purposes. 
 
 

4.2.2 Please discuss how, under CEV’s current procurement strategy, CEV manages its gas 
supply when there is a physical supply constraint on the gas system, such as during 
February 2019.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Creative Energy relies on its gas marketer to obtain physical supply of gas on a firm basis as it has 
been contracted to do.  
 
If gas supply is physically constrained by FEI, as recently occurred, Creative Energy is able to meet the 
load demands of our current customer base with our backup fuel oil system. Creative Energy has on-
site fuel oil storage, and fuel oil can be procured on short notice at the market price in effect at the 
time. Creative Energy also notes that its Municipal Access Agreement with the City of Vancouver 
places limits on our ability to switch to the backup system as follows: 
 

 
 
The backup system has the capability to meet peak load and is able to run continuously and 
indefinitely. The plant can be switched from gas to the backup system on relatively short notice - a 
typical two-hour notice of curtailment by FEI provides Creative Energy sufficient time to switch over to 
the back up fuel oil system. Creative Energy regularly ‘combustion tunes’ its boilers on fuel oil to 
ensure the fuel oil system is available when required.  
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4.2.2.1 Please discuss the appropriateness of this strategy given CEV’s customer 
base includes residential customers. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 4.2.2. 
 
 
4.3 Please discuss CEV’s gas contracting strategy for February 2019 and the options it considered to 

minimize fuel costs and supply risk. Please provide specific details on the 7 days identified in the 
preamble. 

 
RESPONSE:  
 
Creative Energy’s general contracting strategy for February 2019 is as described above in the 
responses to BCUC IRs 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 above.  Creative Energy was able to continue to secure the gas 
commodity and delivery to meet the service needs of our customers during this period.  
 
With respect to the February 9-13 period, the major influences on prices during this period were the 
compression problems at the Jackson Prairie storage facility and the unexpected shift of the polar 
vortex into the region in early February. This contrasts with the January period during which prices 
were moderating following the immediate effects of the Enbridge pipeline explosion and 
temperatures that were relatively warmer than normal. As shown in Table 1 of the Application, for 
example, the average price for January consumption was about $5/GJ, in comparison to 
approximately $8/GJ and $16/GJ in December and November, respectively.  
 
Daily gas nominations by our gas marketer are provided one day in advance of consumption.  Gas 
nominations for Saturday, Sunday and Monday are made on the preceding Friday.  Thus, the gas 
nominations on Friday, February 8 for consumption on Saturday, February 9 through Monday, 
February 11 could not have predicted nor accounted for the market price effect of the compression 
problems at Jackson Prairie, public notice of which was issued on February 9.  Creative Energy 
monitored the market and ordered fuel oil with a plan to partially switch its generation to its backup 
system on February 13 in order to manage the fuel cost impact to customers. On February 13, Creative 
Energy met about 50 percent of customer demand with its backup system, deciding at that time to 
also maintain natural gas generation during a period of such high demand due to the very cold 
weather.  
 
With respect to the February 27-28 period, the Application included a forecast of natural gas costs for 
those days. However, in response to the expected economic constraint in the market related to the 
predicted very high prices at the end of February, Creative Energy was able to provide value to its 
customers through a timely and seamless switch to its backup system.  Please refer also to the 
response to BCUC IR 4.1. 
    
 
4.4 Please discuss if CEV considered using its backup supply resource of diesel/fuel oil to serve all or 

some of CEV’s customer demand during this time period. Why or why not? 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the responses to BCUC IRs 4.1 and 4.3.  
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4.4.1 Please discuss the physical capabilities and limitations of CEV’s backup diesel/fuel oil 

system. As a part of this discussion please provide the operating capacity of the backup 
system, lead time for start-up of backup system vs the notice of curtailment and price 
signals from market, duration in which the backup system can run, and average fuel 
costs. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 4.2.2. 
 
 

4.4.2 Please provide an estimate of fuel oil and diesel prices ($/GJ) for February 2019. Please 
provide any assumptions used to the estimate prices, including conversion factors (e.g. 
USD to CAD or Litres to GJ). 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
The average fuel oil cost (in Canadian dollars) during the 7 days of continuous backup operation 
between February 27 and March 5 was $0.9695/liter, with overall utilization between 8,000 – 11,000 
liters per hour.  The average all-in per unit cost of fuel oil including taxes and fees equalled $1.17/liter 
as shown in Attachment 3.1.    
 
The energy content of the fuel oil is 38.88 MJ/L, and the estimated $/GJ cost is equal to $24.95/GJ (= 
0.9695 / 38.88 * 1000).  As highlighted in the response to IR 4.1, this cost compares to market prices 
for natural gas during this period in the range of $200/GJ, with potentially even higher costs during 
the Hold to Authorize if unauthorized use outside of the 5 percent threshold was to have occurred and 
been penalized.  

 
 
4.5 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, that CEV has had its natural gas supply curtailed by FEI on 

some days since the October 9, 2018 Enbridge pipeline explosion. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 4.2.1. 
 
 

4.5.1 If confirmed, please provide the dates and volume of gas curtailed for each day. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 4.2.1. 
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4.5.2 If confirmed, please discuss CEV’s operating procedure during times of curtailment. How 
does CEV minimize the supply risk and the financial impact during this time period? 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 4.2.2. 

 
 

 Reference: FUTURE APPLICATIONS 
Exhibit B-1, Application, p. 8 

On page 8 of the Exhibit B-1, CEV states that “while on a forecast basis the proposed rate rider will 
return the current balance in the FCSA to an acceptable level in 18 months, additional measure could be 
warranted if high gas prices persist and there are further and significant additions to the FCSA.” 
 
5.1 Please discuss what “additional measures” CE may consider. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Creative Energy will consider entering into fixed price contracts with its gas marketer to meet its gas 
supply requirements during April through October of the current gas year, subject to an evaluation of 
the market fundamentals that are expected to persist during this period. Market fundamentals will be 
impacted by factors that include: the timing for when the Enbridge pipeline will be back to full 
operation, expected in October-November 2019; whether the Jackson Prairie storage facility will be 
completely refilled in advance on the 2019/2020 gas year; and the planned reduction in capacity on 
the T-south pipeline for maintenance over the summer period to levels below historical summer load 
in recent years. Creative Energy will notify the Commission of any actions taken. 
  
Under the expectation that Creative Energy’s proposed Rate Rider is approved, it could still come 
forward with a future FCAC rate change application if unforeseen market impacts cause a further and 
significant addition to the FCSA outside of the approved 5 percent threshold and/or if amortization 
over the proposed 18-month period could not otherwise be achieved.  Such an application could be 
made through the contemplated quarterly review of fuel costs in accordance with Order G-213-18 and 
as discussed in the Application on page 8.   
 
 
5.2 Please explain the circumstances and gas price changes that would need to occur before CEV 

submits an additional filing. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 5.1. 
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5.3 If the proposed rate is approved, please discuss the regulatory process CEV envisions at the end 
of 18 month amortization period? For example, will CEV file an updated FCAC or FCAC Rate 
Rider application if the balance falls below 5 percent of the 12-month total fuel costs? 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Creative Energy expects that the FCAC and the Rate Rider will be reviewed and adjusted as necessary 
in the normal course of the contemplated quarterly reviews such that: 
 

1. The level of the Rate Rider will reduce the excess balance of the FCSA to 5 percent of the 
approved 12-month forecast of fuel costs by the end of the 18-month amortization period; 
and 
 

2. The approved FCAC going forward at the end of the 18-month amortization period will recover 
fuel costs on an approved forecast basis while maintaining the FCSA within the 5 percent 
threshold, also subject to quarterly review. 

 
 
5.4 Would CEV be amenable to adjusting the FCAC mechanism in its next FCAC application, to bring 

the management of this account into alignment with the BCUC’s guidelines for gas cost rate 
setting, established by Letter L-5-01 dated February 5, 2001, and further modified by Letter 
L-40-11 dated May 19, 2011? Why or why not? 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
The Commission’s guidelines for gas cost rate setting are reasonable and Creative Energy would be 
amenable to its FCAC and FCSA mechanisms being adjusted to accord with them.  If Creative Energy 
assesses that taking bundled service from FEI beginning in November 2019 is in the best interests of 
its customers, then this may be a consideration in respect of any possible changes to its FCAC 
mechanism for practical purposes going forward.  
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Sheet1

				Customer Consumption Data

				Percentile		customer #		Total		Jan		Feb		March		April		May		June		July		August		September		October		November		December

				min				9,840		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,110		4,730

				10%				405,670		72,240		86,010		67,990		42,200		7,470		7,700		8,050		6,730		7,450		12,380		30,610		56,840

				20%				808,180		196,600		202,700		119,400		47,800		14,200		12,670		11,340		9,050		9,160		17,430		39,970		127,860

				30%				1,698,747		261,635		238,777		435,398		63,591		33,185		50,338		24,206		25,482		25,950		100,273		183,159		256,753

				40%				2,211,990		453,720		372,170		350,020		273,090		31,040		6,740		880		480		2,190		164,130		231,490		326,040

				50%				3,121,750		417,680		375,710		296,780		236,190		178,780		184,350		223,870		182,560		177,900		238,000		233,240		376,690

				60%				4,297,561		685,834		542,693		519,417		390,568		206,778		171,462		144,689		123,573		191,203		366,146		425,847		529,350

				70%				5,740,879		848,839		754,331		632,440		470,670		258,060		250,040		329,480		274,610		291,900		367,239		492,370		770,900

				80%				7,636,180		928,707		1,094,199		991,880		704,590		310,711		285,678		334,365		263,263		305,351		573,899		729,063		1,114,474

				90%				10,826,206		1,419,696		1,318,830		1,235,840		1,156,960		577,400		468,460		416,020		359,260		482,300		892,960		1,076,880		1,421,600

				max				79,372,709		13,980,843		11,508,634		10,076,896		8,257,767		2,841,399		2,343,497		2,310,523		2,069,350		2,691,794		5,092,202		8,056,877		10,142,927

				FCAC		13.75		$/M#

				Percentile		customer #		Total		Jan		Feb		March		April		May		June		July		August		September		October		November		December

				min				$   135		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   70		$   65

				10%				$   5,578		$   993		$   1,183		$   935		$   580		$   103		$   106		$   111		$   93		$   102		$   170		$   421		$   782

				20%				$   11,112		$   2,703		$   2,787		$   1,642		$   657		$   195		$   174		$   156		$   124		$   126		$   240		$   550		$   1,758

				30%				$   23,358		$   3,597		$   3,283		$   5,987		$   874		$   456		$   692		$   333		$   350		$   357		$   1,379		$   2,518		$   3,530

				40%				$   30,415		$   6,239		$   5,117		$   4,813		$   3,755		$   427		$   93		$   12		$   7		$   30		$   2,257		$   3,183		$   4,483

				50%				$   42,924		$   5,743		$   5,166		$   4,081		$   3,248		$   2,458		$   2,535		$   3,078		$   2,510		$   2,446		$   3,273		$   3,207		$   5,179

				60%				$   59,091		$   9,430		$   7,462		$   7,142		$   5,370		$   2,843		$   2,358		$   1,989		$   1,699		$   2,629		$   5,035		$   5,855		$   7,279

				70%				$   78,937		$   11,672		$   10,372		$   8,696		$   6,472		$   3,548		$   3,438		$   4,530		$   3,776		$   4,014		$   5,050		$   6,770		$   10,600

				80%				$   104,997		$   12,770		$   15,045		$   13,638		$   9,688		$   4,272		$   3,928		$   4,598		$   3,620		$   4,199		$   7,891		$   10,025		$   15,324

				90%				$   148,860		$   19,521		$   18,134		$   16,993		$   15,908		$   7,939		$   6,441		$   5,720		$   4,940		$   6,632		$   12,278		$   14,807		$   19,547

				max				$   1,091,375		$   192,237		$   158,244		$   138,557		$   113,544		$   39,069		$   32,223		$   31,770		$   28,454		$   37,012		$   70,018		$   110,782		$   139,465





				Steam Tariff		LBS		Formula assist		2019 Interim Rate 

						50,000		50,000		10.3		$/M#/month

						150,000		200,000		8.72		$/M#/month

						800,000		1,000,000		7.72		$/M#/month

								1,000,000		6.12		$/M#/month

				Percentile				Total		Jan		Feb		March		April		May		June		July		August		September		October		November		December

				min				$   101.35		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   52.63		$   48.72

								$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

								$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

								$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

						Total		$   101.35		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   52.63		$   48.72

				10%				$   3,322.68		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   434.66		$   76.94		$   79.31		$   82.92		$   69.32		$   76.74		$   127.51		$   315.28		$   515.00

								$   724.46		$   193.93		$   314.01		$   156.87		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   59.64

								$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

								$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

						Total		$   4,047.13		$   708.93		$   829.01		$   671.87		$   434.66		$   76.94		$   79.31		$   82.92		$   69.32		$   76.74		$   127.51		$   315.28		$   574.64

				20%				$   3,724.69		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   492.34		$   146.26		$   130.50		$   116.80		$   93.22		$   94.35		$   179.53		$   411.69		$   515.00

								$   3,870.46		$   1,278.35		$   1,308.00		$   605.17		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   678.94

								$   20.84		$   - 0		$   20.84		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

								$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

						Total		$   7,615.99		$   1,793.35		$   1,843.84		$   1,120.17		$   492.34		$   146.26		$   130.50		$   116.80		$   93.22		$   94.35		$   179.53		$   411.69		$   1,193.94

				30%				$   5,240.88		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   341.81		$   515.00		$   249.32		$   262.46		$   267.29		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00

								$   6,952.99		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   118.51		$   - 0		$   2.95		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   438.38		$   1,161.15		$   1,308.00

								$   3,030.59		$   475.82		$   299.36		$   1,817.27		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   438.13

								$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

						Total		$   15,224.45		$   2,298.82		$   2,122.36		$   3,640.27		$   633.51		$   341.81		$   517.95		$   249.32		$   262.46		$   267.29		$   953.38		$   1,676.15		$   2,261.13

				40%				$   4,030.70		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   319.71		$   69.42		$   9.06		$   4.94		$   22.56		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00

								$   8,843.21		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   995.21		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00

								$   6,226.41		$   1,958.72		$   1,329.15		$   1,158.15		$   564.25		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   243.10		$   973.03

								$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

						Total		$   19,100.32		$   3,781.72		$   3,152.15		$   2,981.15		$   2,387.25		$   319.71		$   69.42		$   9.06		$   4.94		$   22.56		$   1,510.21		$   2,066.10		$   2,796.03

				50%				$   6,180.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00

								$   15,029.70		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,122.96		$   1,171.53		$   1,308.00		$   1,155.92		$   1,115.29		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00

								$   6,161.80		$   1,680.49		$   1,356.48		$   747.14		$   279.39		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   184.28		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   293.36		$   256.61		$   1,364.05

								$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

						Total		$   27,371.50		$   3,503.49		$   3,179.48		$   2,570.14		$   2,102.39		$   1,637.96		$   1,686.53		$   2,007.28		$   1,670.92		$   1,630.29		$   2,116.36		$   2,079.61		$   3,187.05

				60%				$   6,180.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00

								$   14,221.69		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,059.15		$   825.69		$   641.56		$   1,231.29		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00

								$   15,954.41		$   3,750.64		$   2,645.59		$   2,465.90		$   1,471.19		$   52.33		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   1,282.65		$   1,743.54		$   2,542.58

								$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

						Total		$   36,356.10		$   5,573.64		$   4,468.59		$   4,288.90		$   3,294.19		$   1,875.33		$   1,574.15		$   1,340.69		$   1,156.56		$   1,746.29		$   3,105.65		$   3,566.54		$   4,365.58

				70%				$   6,180.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00

								$   15,696.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00

								$   25,791.59		$   5,009.04		$   4,279.44		$   3,338.44		$   2,089.57		$   448.22		$   386.31		$   999.59		$   575.99		$   709.47		$   1,291.09		$   2,257.10		$   4,407.35

								$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

						Total		$   47,667.59		$   6,832.04		$   6,102.44		$   5,161.44		$   3,912.57		$   2,271.22		$   2,209.31		$   2,822.59		$   2,398.99		$   2,532.47		$   3,114.09		$   4,080.10		$   6,230.35

				80%				$   6,180.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00

								$   15,696.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00

								$   38,812.35		$   5,625.62		$   6,176.00		$   6,113.31		$   3,895.43		$   854.69		$   661.43		$   1,037.30		$   488.39		$   813.31		$   2,886.50		$   4,084.37		$   6,176.00

								$   1,277.08		$   - 0		$   576.50		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   700.58

						Total		$   61,965.43		$   7,448.62		$   8,575.50		$   7,936.31		$   5,718.43		$   2,677.69		$   2,484.43		$   2,860.30		$   2,311.39		$   2,636.31		$   4,709.50		$   5,907.37		$   8,699.58

				90%				$   6,180.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00

								$   15,696.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00

								$   52,468.21		$   6,176.00		$   6,176.00		$   6,176.00		$   6,176.00		$   2,913.53		$   2,072.51		$   1,667.67		$   1,229.49		$   2,179.36		$   5,349.65		$   6,176.00		$   6,176.00

								$   9,974.41		$   2,568.54		$   1,951.24		$   1,443.34		$   960.60		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   470.51		$   2,580.19

						Total		$   84,318.62		$   10,567.54		$   9,950.24		$   9,442.34		$   8,959.60		$   4,736.53		$   3,895.51		$   3,490.67		$   3,052.49		$   4,002.36		$   7,172.65		$   8,469.51		$   10,579.19

				max				$   6,180.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00		$   515.00

								$   15,696.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00		$   1,308.00

								$   74,112.00		$   6,176.00		$   6,176.00		$   6,176.00		$   6,176.00		$   6,176.00		$   6,176.00		$   6,176.00		$   6,176.00		$   6,176.00		$   6,176.00		$   6,176.00		$   6,176.00

								$   412,320.98		$   79,442.76		$   64,312.84		$   55,550.60		$   44,417.53		$   11,269.36		$   8,222.20		$   8,020.40		$   6,544.42		$   10,353.78		$   25,044.28		$   43,188.09		$   55,954.71

						Total		$   508,308.98		$   87,441.76		$   72,311.84		$   63,549.60		$   52,416.53		$   19,268.36		$   16,221.20		$   16,019.40		$   14,543.42		$   18,352.78		$   33,043.28		$   51,187.09		$   63,953.71

				Total FCAC + Steam

				Percentile		customer #		Total		Jan		Feb		March		April		May		June		July		August		September		October		November		December

				min				$   237		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   123		$   114

				10%				$   9,625		$   1,702		$   2,012		$   1,607		$   1,015		$   180		$   185		$   194		$   162		$   179		$   298		$   736		$   1,356

				20%				$   18,728		$   4,497		$   4,631		$   2,762		$   1,150		$   342		$   305		$   273		$   218		$   220		$   419		$   961		$   2,952

				30%				$   38,582		$   5,896		$   5,406		$   9,627		$   1,508		$   798		$   1,210		$   582		$   613		$   624		$   2,332		$   4,195		$   5,791

				40%				$   49,515		$   10,020		$   8,269		$   7,794		$   6,142		$   747		$   162		$   21		$   12		$   53		$   3,767		$   5,249		$   7,279

				50%				$   70,296		$   9,247		$   8,345		$   6,651		$   5,350		$   4,096		$   4,221		$   5,085		$   4,181		$   4,076		$   5,389		$   5,287		$   8,367

				60%				$   95,448		$   15,004		$   11,931		$   11,431		$   8,665		$   4,719		$   3,932		$   3,330		$   2,856		$   4,375		$   8,140		$   9,422		$   11,644

				70%				$   126,605		$   18,504		$   16,474		$   13,857		$   10,384		$   5,820		$   5,647		$   7,353		$   6,175		$   6,546		$   8,164		$   10,850		$   16,830

				80%				$   166,963		$   20,218		$   23,621		$   21,575		$   15,407		$   6,950		$   6,413		$   7,458		$   5,931		$   6,835		$   12,601		$   15,932		$   24,024

				90%				$   233,179		$   30,088		$   28,084		$   26,435		$   24,868		$   12,676		$   10,337		$   9,211		$   7,992		$   10,634		$   19,451		$   23,277		$   30,126

				max				$   1,599,684		$   279,678		$   230,556		$   202,107		$   165,961		$   58,338		$   48,444		$   47,789		$   42,997		$   55,365		$   103,061		$   161,969		$   203,419

				Rate Rider		$   4.80		$/M#

				Percentile		customer #		Total		Jan		Feb		March		April		May		June		July		August		September		October		November		December

				min				$   47		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   25		$   23

				10%				$   1,947		$   347		$   413		$   326		$   203		$   36		$   37		$   39		$   32		$   36		$   59		$   147		$   273

				20%				$   3,879		$   944		$   973		$   573		$   229		$   68		$   61		$   54		$   43		$   44		$   84		$   192		$   614

				30%				$   8,154		$   1,256		$   1,146		$   2,090		$   305		$   159		$   242		$   116		$   122		$   125		$   481		$   879		$   1,232

				40%				$   10,618		$   2,178		$   1,786		$   1,680		$   1,311		$   149		$   32		$   4		$   2		$   11		$   788		$   1,111		$   1,565

				50%				$   14,984		$   2,005		$   1,803		$   1,425		$   1,134		$   858		$   885		$   1,075		$   876		$   854		$   1,142		$   1,120		$   1,808

				60%				$   20,628		$   3,292		$   2,605		$   2,493		$   1,875		$   993		$   823		$   695		$   593		$   918		$   1,758		$   2,044		$   2,541

				70%				$   27,556		$   4,074		$   3,621		$   3,036		$   2,259		$   1,239		$   1,200		$   1,582		$   1,318		$   1,401		$   1,763		$   2,363		$   3,700

				80%				$   36,654		$   4,458		$   5,252		$   4,761		$   3,382		$   1,491		$   1,371		$   1,605		$   1,264		$   1,466		$   2,755		$   3,500		$   5,349

				90%				$   51,966		$   6,815		$   6,330		$   5,932		$   5,553		$   2,772		$   2,249		$   1,997		$   1,724		$   2,315		$   4,286		$   5,169		$   6,824

				max				$   380,989		$   67,108		$   55,241		$   48,369		$   39,637		$   13,639		$   11,249		$   11,091		$   9,933		$   12,921		$   24,443		$   38,673		$   48,686



				Rate Rider % Increase in Total Bill

				Percentile		customer #		Total		Jan		Feb		March		April		May		June		July		August		September		October		November		December

				min				20%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		20%		20%

				10%				20%		20%		21%		20%		20%		20%		20%		20%		20%		20%		20%		20%		20%

				20%				21%		21%		21%		21%		20%		20%		20%		20%		20%		20%		20%		20%		21%

				30%				21%		21%		21%		22%		20%		20%		20%		20%		20%		20%		21%		21%		21%

				40%				21%		22%		22%		22%		21%		20%		20%		20%		20%		20%		21%		21%		21%

				50%				21%		22%		22%		21%		21%		21%		21%		21%		21%		21%		21%		21%		22%

				60%				22%		22%		22%		22%		22%		21%		21%		21%		21%		21%		22%		22%		22%

				70%				22%		22%		22%		22%		22%		21%		21%		22%		21%		21%		22%		22%		22%

				80%				22%		22%		22%		22%		22%		21%		21%		22%		21%		21%		22%		22%		22%

				90%				22%		23%		23%		22%		22%		22%		22%		22%		22%		22%		22%		22%		23%

				max				24%		24%		24%		24%		24%		23%		23%		23%		23%		23%		24%		24%		24%

				Formulas		Indicative Customer Bill Impact %

				Rate Rider		$   21.00		$   7.80		$   4.80		$   2.80																																				Paste Values for each calculated rate impact

				Amortization Months		6		12		18		24		Values pasted below only for corresponding applicable rate rider input in cell C107																																		Rate Rider		Amortization		Average Customer Bill Impact %

				min		n/a		3%		2%		3%

				10%		20%		20%		20%		20%

				20%		20%		20%		20%		20%

				30%		20%		21%		20%		21%

				40%		20%		21%		21%		21%

				50%		21%		21%		21%		21%

				60%		21%		21%		21%		21%

				70%		22%		22%		22%		22%

				80%		22%		22%		22%		22%

				90%		22%		22%		22%		22%

				max		23%		24%		24%		24%

				average		21%		21%		21%		21%

				Values

				Average Customer Bill Impact % of Total Bills

				Rate Rider		$   21.00		$   7.80		$   4.80		$   2.80

				Amortization Months		6		12		18		24

				min		n/a		5%		2%		2%

				10%		88%		33%		20%		12%

				20%		88%		33%		20%		12%

				30%		89%		33%		20%		12%

				40%		89%		34%		21%		12%

				50%		92%		35%		21%		12%

				60%		93%		35%		21%		12%

				70%		94%		35%		22%		13%

				80%		95%		35%		22%		13%

				90%		96%		36%		22%		13%

				max		103%		38%		24%		14%



				average excludes min customer		93%		35%		21%		12%






















Rate Rider Calculation

																																																																																										Update Tool

				Month		Days		Actual/Projected and 2018 Approved M#				GJ		Sumas Commodity Forward Curve $/GJ		Commodity Cost		Carbon Tax $/GJ		Fee $/GJ		ICE Levy (% of commodity cost)		PST (% of commodity cost)		Fees, Levy and Taxes		Total Gas Supply Cost		Basic Charge S/month		Administration Charge $/month		Minimum Billable Volume GJ		Firm Demand  (input GJ/day)		Firm Demand Charge $/GJ		Firm Delivery		Firm Delivery Cost		Interuptible Delivery		Interuptible Delivery Cost		Total Rate 22 Transportation Cost		Fuel Oil Volume		Average Fuel Oil Cost		Total Fuel Oil Cost		Total Fuel Cost				12-month Rolling Forecast of Fuel Costs		FCAC Recovery $/M#		Change to Total FCSA Deferral Balance		Total FCSA Deferral Balance (starting balance at end of 2018) - no recovery		Approved Fuel Cost Forecast & Period of Analysis		Current and Projected FCSA Recovery for Rate Rider Amortization								Current FCSA Recovery Only for Rate Rider Amortization (balance at end of March 2019)												Current and Forecast FCSA Recovery						Current FCSA Recovery Only

								Seasonality Factor to shape approved load		1,098,514				As at March 26, 2019		$		1.7381		0.0175		0.4%		7%		subtotal				$   3,664		$   39		12,000		2,200		$   25.270		GJ		$   0.17		GJ		$   1.00		Sum		L		$/L		$		Sum						13.75		Difference		$   2,856,049		$   15,566,129		Total  FCSA Balance as % of Forecast fuel costs		$   5.49		Net FCSA Balance		Net FCSA Balance as % of fuel costs		FCSA Balance end of March		FCSA Balance End of March as % of fuel costs		$   6.90		Net FCSA Balance from End of March		Net FCSA Balance from End of March as % of fuel costs				Select Amortization Period		Deferral Balance as % of fuel costs		Calculated Rate Rider		Select Amortization Period		Deferral Balance as % of fuel costs		Calculated Rate Rider

				Jan-19		31		actual		146,574		228,375		5.03		$   1,148,726		$   396,939		$   3,997		$   4,595		$   80,411		$   485,941		$   1,634,667		$   3,664		$   39		228,375		68,200		$   55,594		68,200		11,594		160,175		160,175.0		231,066								$   1,865,733						$   2,015,393		$   (149,659)		$   2,706,389																								18		5%		$   5.49		18		5%		$   6.90

				Feb-19		28		actual		175,617		258,664		24.29		$   6,282,949		$   449,584		$   4,527		$   25,132		$   439,806		$   919,049		$   7,201,997		$   3,664		$   39		258,664		61,600		$   55,594		61,600		10,472		197,064		197,064.0		266,833		578,395

Rob Gorter: Rob Gorter:
Feb 19 partial day 
Feb 27
Feb 28		$   1.17		$   676,723

Rob Gorter: Rob Gorter:
Total invoiced fuel costs		$   8,145,553						$   2,414,734		$   5,730,819		$   8,437,209

				Mar-19		31		projected		101,292

Rob Gorter: Rob Gorter:
Imputed from GJ projection based on average March conversion factor

		166,477

Rob Gorter: Rob Gorter:
Nat. Gas Actual March 6 -20 (Fuel Oil March 1-5) + estimate of remaining days based on 2018 actuals 		10.00

Rob Gorter: Rob Gorter:
A plug value ro reflect expectation to be less than $12.99, which was forward price for March used at the time of the Application.  Actual will not be known until early April.		$   1,664,770		$   289,354		$   2,913		$   6,659		$   116,534		$   415,460		$   2,080,230		$   3,664		$   39		166,477		68,200		$   55,594		68,200		11,594		98,277		98,277.0		169,168		1,127,686

Rob Gorter: Rob Gorter:
March 1-5		$   1.17		$   1,319,393

Rob Gorter: Rob Gorter:
Total invoiced fuel costs		

Rob Gorter: Rob Gorter:
Imputed from GJ projection based on average March conversion factor

		

Rob Gorter: Rob Gorter:
Nat. Gas Actual March 6 -20 (Fuel Oil March 1-5) + estimate of remaining days based on 2018 actuals 		

Rob Gorter: Rob Gorter:
A plug value ro reflect expectation to be less than $12.99, which was forward price for March used at the time of the Application.  Actual will not be known until early April.																																				

Rob Gorter: Rob Gorter:
Feb 19 partial day 
Feb 27
Feb 28		

Rob Gorter: Rob Gorter:
March 1-5				

Rob Gorter: Rob Gorter:
Total invoiced fuel costs		$   3,568,791						$   1,392,764		$   2,176,027		$   10,613,236		1		68%		$   (556,584)		$   10,056,652		65%		$   10,613,236		68%		$   (698,528)		$   9,914,708		64%

				Apr-19		30		8.6%		94,927		161,742		3.58		$   578,916		$   281,123		$   2,830		$   2,316		$   40,524		$   326,794		$   905,709		$   3,664		$   39		161,742		66,000		$   55,594		66,000		11,220		95,742		95,741.7		166,259								$   1,071,968				$   14,027,061		$   1,305,241		$   (233,273)		$   10,379,962		2		67%		$   (521,608)		$   9,301,771		60%		$   10,613,236		68%		$   (654,631)		$   9,260,077		59%

				May-19		31		6.2%		67,619		119,797		2.98		$   356,508		$   208,218		$   2,096		$   1,426		$   24,956		$   236,696		$   593,204		$   3,664		$   39		119,797		68,200		$   55,594		68,200		11,594		51,597		51,596.6		122,488								$   715,692				$   13,896,223		$   929,759		$   (214,068)		$   10,190,895		3		65%		$   (371,555)		$   8,741,148		56%		$   10,638,236		68%		$   (466,312)		$   8,818,765		57%

				Jun-19		30		4.5%		49,078		90,868		3.19		$   290,271		$   157,938		$   1,590		$   1,161		$   20,319		$   181,009		$   471,280		$   3,664		$   39		90,868		66,000		$   55,594		66,000		11,220		24,868		24,868.5		95,385								$   566,665				$   13,818,762		$   674,822		$   (108,157)		$   10,511,254		4		68%		$   (269,676)		$   8,718,756		56%		$   11,090,361		71%		$   (338,450)		$   8,840,728		57%

				Jul-19		31		3.7%		40,471		78,422		4.22		$   331,096		$   136,306		$   1,372		$   1,324		$   23,177		$   162,179		$   493,275		$   3,664		$   39		78,422		68,200		$   55,594		68,200		11,594		10,222		10,222.4		81,113								$   574,388				$   13,739,182		$   556,481		$   17,908		$   10,529,162		5		68%		$   (222,384)		$   8,514,280		55%		$   11,090,361		71%		$   (279,098)		$   8,561,630		55%

				Aug-19		31		3.5%		37,926		73,992		4.12		$   305,154		$   128,605		$   1,295		$   1,221		$   21,361		$   152,482		$   457,636		$   3,664		$   39		73,992		68,200		$   55,594		68,200		11,594		5,792		5,791.9		76,683								$   534,319				$   13,634,771		$   521,476		$   12,843		$   10,542,005		6		68%		$   (208,395)		$   8,318,728		53%		$   11,090,361		71%		$   (261,541)		$   8,300,089		53%

				Sep-19		30		4.3%		46,911		94,645		3.86		$   365,567		$   164,503		$   1,656		$   1,462		$   25,590		$   193,211		$   558,778		$   3,664		$   39		94,645		66,000		$   55,594		66,000		11,220		28,645		28,645.1		99,162								$   657,940				$   13,544,334		$   645,025		$   12,915		$   10,554,920		7		68%		$   (257,768)		$   8,073,874		52%		$   11,090,361		71%		$   (323,506)		$   7,976,583		51%

				Oct-19		31		7.2%		78,933		139,580		3.50		$   488,602		$   242,604		$   2,443		$   1,954		$   34,202		$   281,204		$   769,806		$   3,664		$   39		139,580		68,200		$   55,594		68,200		11,594		71,380		71,380.2		142,271								$   912,077				$   13,453,183		$   1,085,328		$   (173,251)		$   10,381,668		8		67%		$   (433,725)		$   7,466,898		48%		$   11,090,361		71%		$   (544,336)		$   7,432,247		48%				Fuel cost denominator sensitivity

				Nov-19		30		10.9%		119,962		206,312		4.56		$   941,006		$   358,591		$   3,610		$   3,764		$   65,870		$   431,836		$   1,372,842		$   3,664		$   39		206,312		66,000		$   55,594		66,000		11,220		140,312		140,312.1		210,829								$   1,583,671				$   13,367,691		$   1,649,477		$   (65,806)		$   10,315,862		9		66%		$   (659,173)		$   6,741,919		43%		$   11,090,361		71%		$   (827,280)		$   6,604,967		42%										change						change

				Dec-19		31		13.3%		146,182		256,393		5.54		$   1,421,159		$   445,636		$   4,487		$   5,685		$   99,481		$   555,289		$   1,976,448		$   3,664		$   39		256,393		68,200		$   55,594		68,200		11,594		188,193		188,192.7		259,084								$   2,235,532				$   13,147,888		$   2,009,999		$   225,533		$   10,541,395		10		68%		$   (803,246)		$   6,164,206		40%		$   11,090,361		71%		$   (1,008,096)		$   5,596,871		36%						$   15,566,129		$   14,000,000		-10%		$   15,566,129		$   14,000,000		-10%

				Jan-20		31		14.3%		157,010		240,353		5.34		$   1,284,628		$   417,757		$   4,206		$   5,139		$   89,924		$   517,026		$   1,801,654		$   3,664		$   39		240,353		68,200		$   55,594		68,200		11,594		172,153		172,152.9		243,044								$   2,044,698				$   12,745,672		$   2,158,891		$   (114,194)		$   10,427,201		11		67%		$   (862,748)		$   5,187,264		33%		$   11,090,361		71%		$   (1,082,771)		$   4,514,100		29%				6 mo		$   24.13		$   24.32		0.8%		$   25.49		$   25.68		0.8%

				Feb-20		29		12.3%		134,732		214,778		4.74		$   1,018,084		$   373,306		$   3,759		$   4,072		$   71,266		$   452,403		$   1,470,487		$   3,664		$   39		214,778		63,800		$   55,594		63,800		10,846		150,978		150,978.0		221,121								$   1,691,608				$   12,458,127		$   1,852,571		$   (160,963)		$   10,266,238		12		66%		$   (740,334)		$   4,285,967		28%		$   11,090,361		71%		$   (929,139)		$   3,584,961		23%				12 mo		$   8.72		$   8.79		0.8%		$   9.48		$   9.55		0.7%

				Mar-20		31		11.4%		124,763		205,053		3.95		$   810,771		$   356,403		$   3,588		$   3,243		$   56,754		$   419,989		$   1,230,760		$   3,664		$   39		205,053		68,200		$   55,594		68,200		11,594		136,853		136,853.3		207,744								$   1,438,504				$   12,264,531		$   1,715,497		$   (276,993)		$   9,989,245		13		64%		$   (685,556)		$   3,323,417		21%		$   11,090,361		71%		$   (860,391)		$   2,724,569		18%				18 mo		$   5.49		$   5.55		1.1%		$   6.90		$   6.95		0.7%

				Apr-20		30				94,927		161,742		2.83		$   457,093		$   281,123		$   2,830		$   1,828		$   31,997		$   317,779		$   774,872		$   3,664		$   39		161,742		66,000		$   55,594		66,000		11,220		95,742		95,741.7		166,259								$   941,130				$   12,108,448		$   1,305,241		$   (364,111)		$   9,625,134		14		62%		$   (521,608)		$   2,437,699		16%		$   11,090,361		71%		$   (654,631)		$   2,069,938		13%				24 mo		$   3.13		$   3.17		1.3%		$   4.80		$   4.83		0.6%

				May-20		31				67,619		119,797		2.37		$   284,385		$   208,218		$   2,096		$   1,138		$   19,907		$   231,359		$   515,744		$   3,664		$   39		119,797		68,200		$   55,594		68,200		11,594		51,597		51,596.6		122,488								$   638,231				$   12,013,794		$   929,759		$   (291,528)		$   9,333,606		15		60%		$   (371,555)		$   1,774,615		11%		$   11,090,361		71%		$   (466,312)		$   1,603,626		10%

				Jun-20		30				49,078		90,868		2.38		$   216,174		$   157,938		$   1,590		$   865		$   15,132		$   175,526		$   391,699		$   3,664		$   39		90,868		66,000		$   55,594		66,000		11,220		24,868		24,868.5		95,385								$   487,085				$   11,983,399		$   674,822		$   (187,737)		$   9,534,569		16		61%		$   (269,676)		$   1,373,184		9%		$   11,561,701		74%		$   (338,450)		$   1,318,945		8%

				Jul-20		31				40,471		78,422		2.98		$   233,879		$   136,306		$   1,372		$   936		$   16,371		$   154,985		$   388,864		$   3,664		$   39		78,422		68,200		$   55,594		68,200		11,594		10,222		10,222.4		81,113								$   469,977				$   11,964,061		$   556,481		$   (86,503)		$   9,448,065		17		61%		$   (222,384)		$   1,064,297		7%		$   11,561,701		74%		$   (279,098)		$   1,039,848		7%

				Aug-20		31				37,926		73,992		2.99		$   220,948		$   128,605		$   1,295		$   884		$   15,466		$   146,250		$   367,198		$   3,664		$   39		73,992		68,200		$   55,594		68,200		11,594		5,792		5,791.9		76,683								$   443,881				$   11,919,879		$   521,476		$   (77,595)		$   9,370,470		18		60%		$   (208,395)		$   778,306		5%		$   11,561,701		74%		$   (261,541)		$   778,306		5%

				Sep-20		30				46,911		94,645		2.97		$   280,697		$   164,503		$   1,656		$   1,123		$   19,649		$   186,930		$   467,627		$   3,664		$   39		94,645		66,000		$   55,594		66,000		11,220		28,645		28,645.1		99,162								$   566,789				$   11,878,900		$   645,025		$   (78,236)		$   9,292,234		19		60%		$   (257,768)		$   442,303		3%		$   11,561,701		74%		$   (323,506)		$   454,800		3%

				Oct-20		31				78,933		139,580		2.93		$   409,000		$   242,604		$   2,443		$   1,636		$   28,630		$   275,313		$   684,314		$   3,664		$   39		139,580		68,200		$   55,594		68,200		11,594		71,380		71,380.2		142,271								$   826,585				$   11,827,902		$   1,085,328		$   (258,743)		$   9,033,491		20		58%		$   (433,725)		$   (250,166)		-2%		$   11,561,701		74%		$   (544,336)		$   (89,536)		-1%

				Nov-20		30				119,962		206,312		3.57		$   736,348		$   358,591		$   3,610		$   2,945		$   51,544		$   416,691		$   1,153,039		$   3,664		$   39		206,312		66,000		$   55,594		66,000		11,220		140,312		140,312.1		210,829								$   1,363,869				$   11,768,686		$   1,649,477		$   (285,609)		$   8,747,882		21		56%		$   (659,173)		$   (1,194,947)		-8%		$   11,561,701		74%		$   (827,280)		$   (916,815)		-6%

				Dec-20		31				146,182		256,393		4.08		$   1,046,656		$   445,636		$   4,487		$   4,187		$   73,266		$   527,576		$   1,574,231		$   3,664		$   39		256,393		68,200		$   55,594		68,200		11,594		188,193		188,192.7		259,084								$   1,833,315				$   11,714,087		$   2,009,999		$   (176,684)		$   8,571,199		22		55%		$   (803,246)		$   (2,174,877)		-14%		$   11,561,701		74%		$   (1,008,096)		$   (1,924,911)		-12%

				Jan-21		31				157,010		240,353		4.23		$   1,016,895		$   417,757		$   4,206		$   4,068		$   71,183		$   497,214		$   1,514,109		$   3,664		$   39		240,353		68,200		$   55,594		68,200		11,594		172,153		172,152.9		243,044								$   1,757,153				$   11,685,057		$   2,158,891		$   (401,739)		$   8,169,460		23		52%		$   (862,748)		$   (3,439,364)		-22%		$   11,561,701		74%		$   (1,082,771)		$   (3,007,682)		-19%

				Feb-21		28				134,732		214,778		3.89		$   836,128		$   373,306		$   3,759		$   3,345		$   58,529		$   438,938		$   1,275,066		$   3,664		$   39		214,778		61,600		$   55,594		61,600		10,472		153,178		153,178.0		222,947								$   1,498,013				$   11,645,712		$   1,852,571		$   (354,558)		$   7,814,902		24		50%		$   (740,334)		$   (4,534,256)		-29%		$   11,561,701		74%		$   (929,139)		$   (3,936,822)		-25%

				Mar-21		31				124,763		205,053		3.25		$   665,442		$   356,403		$   3,588		$   2,662		$   46,581		$   409,234		$   1,074,676		$   3,664		$   39		205,053		68,200		$   55,594		68,200		11,594		136,853		136,853.3		207,744								$   1,282,420

				Apr-21		30				94,927		161,742		2.28		$   368,961		$   281,123		$   2,830		$   1,476		$   25,827		$   311,257		$   680,218		$   3,664		$   39		161,742		66,000		$   55,594		66,000		11,220		95,742		95,741.7		166,259								$   846,477																		4.25%		Carrying cost

				May-21		31				67,619		119,797		2.14		$   256,083		$   208,218		$   2,096		$   1,024		$   17,926		$   229,265		$   485,348		$   3,664		$   39		119,797		68,200		$   55,594		68,200		11,594		51,597		51,596.6		122,488								$   607,836

				Jun-21		30				49,078		90,868		2.18		$   198,169		$   157,938		$   1,590		$   793		$   13,872		$   174,193		$   372,362		$   3,664		$   39		90,868		66,000		$   55,594		66,000		11,220		24,868		24,868.5		95,385								$   467,748																		$   25,000		Estimated total third party regulatory costs

				Jul-21		31				40,471		78,422		2.46		$   192,741		$   136,306		$   1,372		$   771		$   13,492		$   151,941		$   344,682		$   3,664		$   39		78,422		68,200		$   55,594		68,200		11,594		10,222		10,222.4		81,113								$   425,795

				Aug-21		31				37,926		73,992		2.47		$   182,792		$   128,605		$   1,295		$   731		$   12,795		$   143,427		$   326,219		$   3,664		$   39		73,992		68,200		$   55,594		68,200		11,594		5,792		5,791.9		76,683								$   402,901

				Sep-21		30				46,911		94,645		2.46		$   233,213		$   164,503		$   1,656		$   933		$   16,325		$   183,417		$   416,629		$   3,664		$   39		94,645		66,000		$   55,594		66,000		11,220		28,645		28,645.1		99,162								$   515,791

				Oct-21		31				78,933		139,580		2.54		$   353,864		$   242,604		$   2,443		$   1,415		$   24,770		$   271,233		$   625,097		$   3,664		$   39		139,580		68,200		$   55,594		68,200		11,594		71,380		71,380.2		142,271								$   767,368

				Nov-21		30				119,962		206,312		3.32		$   685,511		$   358,591		$   3,610		$   2,742		$   47,986		$   412,929		$   1,098,441		$   3,664		$   39		206,312		66,000		$   55,594		66,000		11,220		140,312		140,312.1		210,829								$   1,309,270

				Dec-21		31				146,182		256,393		3.98		$   1,019,626		$   445,636		$   4,487		$   4,079		$   71,374		$   525,575		$   1,545,202		$   3,664		$   39		256,393		68,200		$   55,594		68,200		11,594		188,193		188,192.7		259,084								$   1,804,285

				Jan-22		31				157,010		240,353		4.08		$   980,261		$   417,757		$   4,206		$   3,921		$   68,618		$   494,503		$   1,474,764		$   3,664		$   39		240,353		68,200		$   55,594		68,200		11,594		172,153		172,152.9		243,044								$   1,717,808

				Feb-22		28				134,732		214,778		3.77		$   810,485		$   373,306		$   3,759		$   3,242		$   56,734		$   437,040		$   1,247,525		$   3,664		$   39		214,778		61,600		$   55,594		61,600		10,472		153,178		153,178.0		222,947								$   1,470,472



Update Current + Forecast

Update Current



Commodity Rate Forward Curve

				Sumas USD/MMBTU		Exchange Rate		Factor		CAD/GJ		As at March 26, 2019										Sumas CAD/GJ		Application		Update		Difference

																						19-Mar		12.99

		Apr-19		2.818		1.34		1.055		3.58												19-Apr		3.72		3.58		(0.14)

		May-19		2.343		1.34		1.055		2.98												19-May		3.11		2.98		(0.13)

		Jun-19		2.515		1.34		1.055		3.19												19-Jun		3.15		3.19		0.04

		Jul-19		3.324		1.34		1.055		4.22												19-Jul		3.63		4.22		0.59

		Aug-19		3.247		1.34		1.055		4.12												19-Aug		3.64		4.12		0.48

		Sep-19		3.041		1.34		1.055		3.86												19-Sep		3.63		3.86		0.23

		Oct-19		2.756		1.34		1.055		3.50												19-Oct		3.89		3.50		(0.39)

		Nov-19		3.591		1.34		1.055		4.56												19-Nov		4.38		4.56		0.18

		Dec-19		4.364		1.34		1.055		5.54												19-Dec		5.27		5.54		0.27

		Jan-20		4.208		1.34		1.055		5.34												20-Jan		5.19		5.34		0.15

		Feb-20		3.732		1.34		1.055		4.74												20-Feb		4.55		4.74		0.19

		Mar-20		3.113		1.34		1.055		3.95												20-Mar		4.03		3.95		(0.08)

		Apr-20		2.225		1.34		1.055		2.83												20-Apr		2.49		2.83		0.34

		May-20		1.869		1.34		1.055		2.37												20-May		2.07		2.37		0.30

		Jun-20		1.873		1.34		1.055		2.38												20-Jun		2.11		2.38		0.27

		Jul-20		2.348		1.34		1.055		2.98												20-Jul		2.73		2.98		0.25

		Aug-20		2.351		1.34		1.055		2.99												20-Aug		2.74		2.99		0.25

		Sep-20		2.335		1.34		1.055		2.97												20-Sep		2.71		2.97		0.26

		Oct-20		2.307		1.34		1.055		2.93												20-Oct		2.63		2.93		0.30

		Nov-20		2.810		1.34		1.055		3.57												20-Nov		3.36		3.57		0.21

		Dec-20		3.214		1.34		1.055		4.08												20-Dec		3.86		4.08		0.22

		Jan-21		3.331		1.34		1.055		4.23												21-Jan		3.99		4.23		0.24

		Feb-21		3.065		1.34		1.055		3.89												21-Feb		4.6		3.89		(0.71)

		Mar-21		2.555		1.34		1.055		3.25												21-Mar		4.05		3.25		(0.80)

		Apr-21		1.796		1.34		1.055		2.28												21-Apr		2.64		2.28		(0.36)

		May-21		1.683		1.34		1.055		2.14												21-May		3.07		2.14		(0.93)

		Jun-21		1.717		1.34		1.055		2.18												21-Jun				2.18

		Jul-21		1.935		1.34		1.055		2.46												21-Jul				2.46

		Aug-21		1.945		1.34		1.055		2.47												21-Aug				2.47

		Sep-21		1.94		1.34		1.055		2.46												21-Sep				2.46

		Oct-21		1.996		1.34		1.055		2.54												21-Oct				2.54

		Nov-21		2.616		1.34		1.055		3.32												21-Nov				3.32

		Dec-21		3.131		1.34		1.055		3.98												21-Dec				3.98

		Jan-22		3.211		1.34		1.055		4.08												22-Jan				4.08

		Feb-22		2.971		1.34		1.055		3.77												22-Feb				3.77









M# to GJ conversion

				Actual M#												Conversion (GJ/M#)

						2016		2017		2018						2016		2017		2018		Average

				Jan		140,985		186,505		165,778						1.59		1.48		1.52		1.53

				Feb		125,720		146,408		147,428						1.46		1.59		1.73		1.59

				Mar		108,048		142,685		126,530						1.62		1.57		1.74		1.64

				Apr		66,990		92,741		103,173						1.70		1.80		1.61		1.70

				May		58,071		77,885		48,567						1.65		1.62		2.05		1.77

				Jun		50,744		49,057		46,911						1.77		1.83		1.95		1.85

				Jul		40,584		40,982		41,415						2.07		1.88		1.87		1.94

				Aug		41,721		36,565		36,179						1.82		1.96		2.07		1.95

				Sep		48,657		39,122		47,732						1.87		2.16		2.03		2.02

				Oct		74,288		86,567		82,200						1.92		1.77		1.61		1.77

				Nov		107,568		120,425		100,584						1.56		1.77		1.83		1.72

				Dec		180,633		154,961		136,108						1.71		1.78		1.77		1.75

				Total		1,044,010		1,173,903		1,082,605



				Actual GJ

						2016		2017		2018

				Jan		224,153		276,377		252,090

				Feb		183,999		233,237		254,417

				Mar		174,723		224,195		220,449

				Apr		114,160		167,002		165,771

				May		95,655		125,935		99,600

				Jun		89,923		89,923		91,450

				Jul		83,843		76,997		77,382

				Aug		76,126		71,736		74,761

				Sep		90,937		84,445		96,667

				Oct		142,804		153,197		132,591

				Nov		167,956		213,492		183,587

				Dec		308,132		276,298		241,310

				Total		1,752,411		1,992,834		1,890,075











